Collective Defense: Detect together, defend together.

Defending as a unified force

Cyber adversaries are working together as nation states are hitting harder than ever...

- Average time to identify and contain a zero day threat: +8.2%
- Investment in info security: -23%
- Time to respond: $1T loss

Greater threat visibility

By creating a cyber radar view of the threat landscape.

Collective Defense opens a broader window to the attack landscape.

- 75% of companies share assets with each other in the public cloud, but lack of visibility on a single security challenge.
- 80% of all threats are unseen, or unknown.

How does Collective Defense work? By creating a cyber radar view of the threat landscape.

- 1. IronDefense network detection and response (NDR) to detect unknown threats with behavioral analytics
- 3. IronDome to orchestrate anonymous threat sharing and peer collaboration

Why Collective Defense?

- Improved threat visibility
- Improved effectiveness
- Improved mean-time-to-response


Imagine 100 companies with these analytics each. With Collective Defense, you now have 90 people working together on the cloud. The advantage of multiple eyes on the cyber threat landscape...while also building stronger defenses on a unified front.